Scoring SCTP

Beginning spring 2017, NSCA elected to add scoring for SCTP (Scholastic Clay Target Program) members. NSCA has
added a new field to the NSCA member database to identify those SCTP members. When this information is passed to
NSCA by SCTP, the members are supposed to be identified as either Sub-Juniors or Juniors and most are.
To effect this scoring capability, please execute the following steps.
When you first start the program after installing the latest WinScore update, the program will go through a long file
modification to modify the NSCA database to include an SCTP field.. Once the initial modification is completed, you
will be prompted to run the NSCA member download/update. This will add the new SCTP members to the database.
The members are to be scored in their own Sub-Junior or Junior concurrent events and are also to be awarded
separate All American points.

Initially, NSCA said that certain signature 2017 tournaments had been identified to be scored with the new concurrent..
They are the World English Prelim, the M&M NE Regional Prelim. Ad the SE Regional Prelim. In addition, any time
two or more SCTP members request the scoring, we are to provide it by adding the appropriate events.

To do so, go to the CG in question and add SCTP Sub-Junior and SCTP Junior events. Note the new check box for
indicating the SCTP events. Otherwise , the events are set up the same as the regular NSCA Sub-Junior and Junior
concurrent events.

When entering shooters into events, you will have a similar check box in the concurrent indicators to indicate SCTP
membership. This field may not be edited.

Go to the events entered screen and click the shooter into the Main for the competition in question. The appropriate
concurrent events will be pulled over.

Print and upload results for these new events just as you normally would. If/when there are SCTP member results in
the CG, the separate All American points will be calculated.

